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ABSTRACT | INDEX 

Standardized, prefabricated open-layout 

laboratory are increasingly used in new 

educational research buildings. 

Recently, the spatial quality of highly 

standardized open space has frequently 

been questioned because with the more 

standardized and flexible the space is, the 

easier lacking on special identity. The overall 

objective of this study is how to maintain the 

special identity while utilizing standardization 

and prefabrication. Furthermore, how to 

support the lasting sense of education 

and communication in university research 

buildings. 

The investigations of this study involved 

survey of site and buildings, interview, 

literature research and experiments. Research 

driven design about a new educational 

research building in  WUR is taking place after 

the research.

The results of different research method 

includes suitable office-laboratory 

arrangement in educational research building 

which focused on the purpose of real research 

practice; The most potential section layout 

for this type of building; How to use one 

section principle to achive different spacial 

atomespher; and, how to use prefabrication 

and integrated design to design the building 

using this standard section principle.
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Introduction

Standardized, prefabricated open-layout 

laboratory are increasingly used in new 

educational research buildings due to its 

high efficiency of laboratory space and 

strong adaptability for future development, 

yet the spatial quality of highly standardized 

open space has frequently been questioned 

because with the more standardized and 

flexible the space is, the easier lacking on 

special identity. 

Objective & Goal

The overall objective of this study is how 

to maintain the special identity while 

utilizing standardization and prefabrication. 

Furthermore, how to support the lasting 

sense of education and communication 

in university research buildings. From the 

perspective of educational purpose, research 

buildings in universities have different 

special identity and atmosphere form general 

research facilities. 

Research Questions

1. Main research question

How to maintain the spacial identity while 

utilizing standardization and prefabrication?

The building plans of new laboratories  are 

more trend to be free planning and open plan 

laboratory layouts, which so called combi-

lab plans. Along with the rising utilize of 

open plans,  flexibility of the labs are raising, 

standardization and prefabrication are easier 

to achieve, however, the special identity of labs 

are decreasing. To alleviate the shortcoming 

of standardization and prefabrication of open 

layout laboratory building is the main task of 

my research driven design. 

2. Second research question

How to support the lastion sense of education 

and communication in university research 

buiding? 

The purpose of a university laboratory  building 

is to provide a place for students practicing 

and researching in real research project, 

the building is also mainly for education. 

Therefore how to support the lasting sense of 

education and communication is equivalently 

important.

Research & Method

In order to find out the suitable layout 

of educational research building, the 

investigations of this study involved survey 

of site and buildings, interview, literature 

research and experiments. 
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In order to find out the pattern of breaking lab 

units into open-layout laboratories, literature 

research are taking place. Then, case study 

from literatures are approached for find 

out a most potential sectional structure for 

increasing the special identity and lasting 

sense of education and communication. 

5. Model study

At last, based on the idea of using a 

standardized sectional principle to create 

diverse special experience, experiment of 

model making and building design are taking 

place.   

Research results and Hypotheses

1. Three types of educational research 

buildings

The results of different research method 

are follows: There are three different types 

of educational research buildings, differs in 

purpose of real research practice, experiment 

simulation practice and real production line 

practice. 

2. The posibility of combining and sharing of 

laboratory space.

Top to 66% laboratory space of 

1. Site survey

Detailed site condition and different 

educational research building typology has 

been acquired by the site survey of WUR. 

The difference in user behaviour, special 

identity and lab program demand are found 

by building survey of current building of 

Agrotechnology & food sciences Group of 

WUR. 

2. Building survey and case study

The first task for building survey is to observe 

and understand the behavior of users in 

university research building, in the sort of the 

first type mentioned in the site survey. The 

first case studied is the Axis building, which 

belongs to Agrotehnology & food sciences 

Group of WUR.  The second task for building 

survey is to understand the laboratory 

program demands of Agrotechnology & food 

sciences.

3. Interview

During the survey period, An Interview of Paul 

Roncken, assistant professor of aesthetics 

and design education and research group 

was arranged, in order to discuss the future 

possible development of the campus and find 

a suitable location for the design. 

4. literature research

INTRODUCTION | EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUILDING WUR
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Agrotechnology & food sciences which in 

the first type are able to combine into open-

layout laboratories.

3. The most potential section layout

In the real research practice educational 

research buildings, the most potential 

section layout with increased special 

identity and lasting sense of educational 

and communication demands building 

depth for open-layout labs, the possible of 

bringing daylighting, atriums/open space for 

communication, and two different types of 

office space, both separate and temporary. 

4. Standardization and Prefabrication 

Using one main section principle for the 

entire building is a promising strategy of 

standardization and prefabrication. 

5. Possible way of achivee differrent spacial 

identity with same section layout.

Base on the idea of most potential section 

layout, turning the skylight roof into green 

indoor terrace while in atriums can be a 

possible solution for creating education and 

communication atmosphere. 

6. Integrated design

In order  increase the special identity of 

open-layout laboratory, integrated design 

coordinate different elements of the building 

including t are a possible solution.

INTRODUCTION | EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUILDING WUR
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MAIN RESEARCH QUSTION  | RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESIS 

How to maintain the spacial identity while 

utilizing standardization and prefabrication?

Recent years research buildings are 

more and more demanding flexibility and 

prefabrication in order to adapt the rapid 

development speed of science research 

world. In reflection of architecture, the 

building plans of new laboratories  are more 

trend to be free planning and open plan 

laboratory layouts, which so called combi-

lab plans, usually contains an open space 

for conventional experiment which do not 

demand independent harmful gas ventilation, 

and several standard closed units with 

dangerous substances and point harmful air 

exhaust. The main reason of these change is 

the density change of manpower required and 

the increasing usage of computer simulation, 

the open layout of laboratory is more 

efficient for nowadays research situation 

and more adaptable for future development. 

Along with the rising utilize of open 

plans,  flexibility of the labs are raising, 

standardization and prefabrication are easier 

to achieve, however, the special identity 

of labs are decreasing. The eason is that 

firstly, the researchers are less possible to 

have their fixed labs, they possibly will have 

a working place in the open lab, and have to 

GRADUATIONSTUDIO

‘The Ideal of Tranquility’

Eindhoven University of Technology upper image 1: Open layout laboratory



apply for use special lab units. This lab units 

therefor have increased efficiency and also 

the open lab increasing in communication 

, but also causing the decreasing the 

sense of belonging  and working pleasure 

of the researchers. Second reason is that 

the open layout of laboratory have lesser 

privacy than group belonged labs and more 

duplicate time of standardized building units, 

there for decreasing the spatial identity.

To alleviate the shortcoming of 

standardization and prefabrication of open 

layout laboratory building is the main 

task of my research driven design. In my 

hypothesis there are three possible way: 

First is the use of higher aesthetical standard 

elements. Prefabricated and standardized 

open space are proofed can also have high 

value in aesthetic. However, the “units” 

duplicating in laboratory buildings are 

more complicated due to the diverse of 

installations and ventilation pipelines. 

Therefor the integrated design considering 

the coordinate of different elements 

of the building is extremely important.

Second is the bringing of skylight in 

the open labs. Defused skylight in open 

space is not only energy saving, but also 

more delightful for working atmosphere. 

MAIN RESEARCH QUSTION  | RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESIS
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upper image 2: Open layout laboratory of 
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SECOND RESEARCH QUSTION  | RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESIS 

How to support the lastion sense of 

education and communication in university 

research buiding?

For a research building of university, the 

main difference form normal research 

building  appears in the user of the building. 

In normal research buildings, researchers 

are have much more proportion of long 

term employee, however in university 

research buildings, except for leadership 

of a research group, which often few PHD 

student and a university professor, are long 

term employee. The others are graduated 

student researching for their graduation 

projects. Compare to long term employee, 

graduated student have much more amount 

and are more temporary. The purpose of the 

building is to provide a place for students 

practicing and researching in real research 

project lead by PHD students and professors. 

Addition to research purpose, the building is 

also mainly for education. Therefore how to 

support the lasting sense of education and 

communication is equivalently important.

In my hypothesis, for better usage of 

graduated students, temporary working place 

in a nicer communication able environment 

is more suitable than office units.

 

upper image 3: Atruim of Sir Alexander Fleming Building





SITE SURVEY- THREE TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUILDING| RESEARCH & METHOD 
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Wageningen University of Research is still under construction now, it is centralize all kind of research buildings thus suitable for my location. In 

order to understand the structure of the campus and find a logical site I took a site survey around the campus. The master plan is composed with 

two rows of research laboratories, and few genaral education buildings scattering inbetween. The result of site survey is that three different type 

of buildings are sorted in the campus.

14

upper image 4: Map of Wageningen & WUR



SITE SURVEY- THREE TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUILDING| RESEARCH & METHOD

15

The north row building of the campus is 

for  departments of the univisity including 

food tecnology and environment. famous 

research buildings are built here, including 

Lumen by Stefan Bahnisch, Gaia by B&D and 

Radix by DP6. The purpose of those buildings 

are for graduated students practicing and 

researching in real research project wich lead 

by PDH students and university professors.

The main educational buildings are scattering 

in the middel greenland. These are the 

buildings for teaching students how to do 

experiments. libraries and canteens are also 

taking place in those buildings.

The south row of the building are   funded by 

famous companies, they  join the  research 

agreement of the university and offers a lot of 

internship oppotunity. The purpose of those 

buildings are for students practice research 

ing in real pre-production lines.                                                                                                    

upper image 5: The northen row of buildings in WUR campus

middle image 6: Forum, one of the main educational building

lower image 7: Frieslandcampina WUR



BUILDING SURVEY | RESEARCH & METHOD 

Lack of lab-office connection for master 

student 

The first task for building survey is to observe 

and understand the behavior of users in 

university research building, in the sort of the 

first type mentioned in the site survey. The 

first case studied is the Axis building, which 

belongs to Agrotehnology & food sciences 

Group of WUR. The building is reconstruct 

form old gym building in 70’s. The users 

of the building  are professors, Master 

and PHD students of food sciences. The 

smallest research group includes one PHD 

student  leading 2-3 master student. 2-3 PHD 

student and the master student they lead 

sharing a lab, reporting to their professor. 

Professors and PHD students are long term 

employees therefor have their offices, which 

are located opposite side of the laboratories, 

connected with a bridge crossing the atrium. 

Master students have to apply for a desk in 

another wing of the building, sharing large 

office rooms each have 20 working desks. A 

problem with this building is the office space 

arrangement. Professors are normally less 

frequently doing experiments but spend more 

time in their offices, PHD students and master 

students are the main user of labs.  Therefore, 

half of the offices for professors are lowering 

the efficiency of the office-lab connection. 

Master students in this building lack in 

connect to the lab from their working places. 

 

offices for professors 
and PHD student

Lab units

Y wing for master student office space

16
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upper image 8: Building Axis of Agrotehnology 

& food sciences Group

lower image 9: plan of Axis 



The posibility of combining and sharing of 
laboratory space.

The second task for building survey is to 

understand the laboratory program demands 

of Agrotechnology & food sciences. In the 

survey I sorted different lab units in the 

building in order to find out the proportion 

of combinable lab space and shareable lab 

facility units. The labs in this building are 

basic lab units from 25m2 to 65m2, a large 

amount of rooms have the same layout and 

ventilation safety strategies, including general 

labs, microbiology, physical & chemical labs. 

These labs have the potential to be combine 

as open labs, and sharing closed lab rooms 

for different lab installations. On the other 

hand, small amount of the  labs, about 11%  

which include biochemistry and analytical 

labs have different environment and safety 

demands, should be stay individual. There are 

also other lab rooms used such as equipment 

rooms and freeze drying rooms, taking 

about 23% percent of the total lab rooms .

BUILDING SURVEY | RESEARCH & METHOD 

房间名称 号码 面积

expertise lab 3.01 25
general 3.02 45
food structuing 3.03 55
GMO 3.05 25
media kitchen 3.06 20
Microbiology 3.07 55
incubation 3.08 65
Microbiology 3.09 65
Microbiology 3.1 45
Microbiology 3.11 65
physical& chemical 3.12 35
biochemistry 3.13 45
molecular biology 3.14 65
tissue cultural 3.15 45
Microbiology 3.16 25

general 2.01 25
general 2.02 25
general 2.03 65
general 2.04 65
general 2.05 25
physical& chemical 2.06 25
food safe 2.07 65
GC&HPLC 2.08 45
extraction  2.09 25
physical& chemical 2.1 65
chemistry& weighing 2.11 25
general 2.12 65
general 2.13 45
general 2.14 25
general 2.15 65

euipment room 1.01 45
general 1.02 45
general 1.03 45
general 1.04 45
general 1.05 45
canteen 1.06 25
anaytical equipment 1.07 25
phyto lab 1.09 65
computer vision 1.1 25
server room 1.11 25
microscopy 1.13 25
centrifuge 1.14 25
general 1.15 65
general 1.16 65
bulls rheology 1.17 25
centrifuge& freeze drying 1.2 25
storage of chemistry 1.22 25

30%

17%

7%
4%

13%

29%

Programe

Research Labs

Offices

meeting room

recreation

reading

kitchen

washroom

tec room

curculation and public
space

37%

16%
13%

23%

8%
3%

Reseach labs
general Microbiology physical& chemical

others biochemistry analytical
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left image 10: Statistics of Aixs program

upper right image 11: Proportion of all program

lower right image 12: Proportion of laboratory



LITERATURE RESEARCH | RESEARCH & METHOD 

Molecular biological laboratory

Working areas: 

Small area for dangerous substances (wet 

area) 

Dry area (small equipment)

Large equepment/possibly wet area

Writing desk

 

Chemical laboratory

Working areas: 

dangerous substances (wet area) 

Dry area (equipment/preparation)

Writing desk

Physical laboratory

Working areas: 

Small area for dangerous substances (wet 

area) 

Dry area (small equipment)

Large equepment/possibly wet area

Writing desk

FF&E:

Working desks with stoneware or melamine 

tops

Laboratory sink

Tall laboratory cupboard

Space for equipment

 

FF&E:

Working desks (with stoneware or melamine 

tops) or equipment

Laboratory sink

Tall laboratory cupboard

Space for equipment

 

FF&E:

Fume cupboard, point air exhaust

Cabinet for dangerous substances

Cabinet for chemicals

Working desks with stoneware or melamine 

tops

Laboratory sink

Incubator/dryer

Refrigerator/freezer

18

upper image 13: molecular biological lab unit

middle image 14: Chemical lab unit

lower image 15: Physical lab unit
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LITERATURE RESEARCH | RESEARCH & METHOD 

From lab units to open layout laboratory

the most important part of a research building 

is the experimental scientific work space- the 

laboratory. From the literature research I found 

out that the layout of some different laboratory 

units share the same pattern, therefore 

possible to combine into open laboratory.

19

upper image 16: molecular biological lab unit

middle right image 17: Chemical lab unit

lower right image 18: Physical lab unit



Hypotheses for the suitable building 

structure of educational research building

Form the literature research and case 

studies the sectional structure of laboratory 

buildings can be sorted into different 

types. In the diagram, the first and the 

last types of building structure are more 

suitable for open-layout laboratory, due to 

the increasing depth of the building and 

the appears of the dark zone, which can 

be used for shared installation lab units. 

The fifth and the six types of building are more 

suitable for creating educational atmosphere 

due to the appears of atrium or open space 

between laboratory and office. The rest 

types of building structure is not fitting with 

the site, which have a depth of 30 meters.

To increase the spatial identity and create 

a pleasurable working environment, the last 

type of building have the advantage of bringing 

daylighting in open laboratory spaces. 

However, in educational research buildings, 

this type of building have the problem of 

lacking on variety of office type, which 

mentioned in the result of building survey 

before. My hypotheses is that in educational 

research buildings, temporary working places 

for master students should be as close as, 

or even closer than the office of professors. 

Conclude the advantage and shortage of 

all mentioned types of building structure 

above, I hypotheses that the new type of 

building structure below is more suitable 

for educational research buildings, which 

CASE STUDY BY LITERATURE RESEARCH | RESEARCH & METHOD 

Building structures

L- laboratory

O- Office

D- Dark zone

B- Building service complex

A- Atrium or open space

have opportunity for open-layout laboratory 

with daylighting, and two types of office 

spaces, including separated offices rooms 

for PHD and Professors and temporary 

working places for master students.

20

upper image 19: section types of research building

lower image 20: suitable new section type
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INTERVIEW | RESEARCH & METHOD 

22

city

campus

entrance

During the survey period, An Interview of Paul 

Roncken, assistant professor of aesthetics 

and design education and research group 

was arranged, in order to discuss the future 

possible development of the campus and find 

a suitable location for the design. 

upper image 21: Current campus routing
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INTERVIEW | RESEARCH & METHOD 

city

entrance

23

The first outcome key points of the inteview is 

the possible road chage in the future campus, 

including the bus line shift and the expansion 

of the current walking and cycling pass

In the possible future development of 

campus, the bus line could be change inside 

the campus, along the southen row of 

buildings.

The main walking/cycling route could be 

expand into a new main road with car 

entrance.

1

upper image 22: Future campus routing



current campus

expanded campus

INTERVIEW | RESEARCH & METHOD 

24

The second outcome key points of the 

inteview is the possible expansion of the 

future campus, which towards the north side 

of the campus plot.

GRADUATIONSTUDIO
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current campus

expanded campus

INTERVIEW | RESEARCH & METHOD 

25

An important advice gave by Paul Roncken 

is that the new building location could be 

selected in the current parking place, which in 

the future development of the campus might 

be the intersection of new car entrance and 

old-new campus. 

upper image 24: Future campus plot



MASTER PLAN  | SITE ANALYSIS

26

The north row building of the campus is 

for  departments of the univisity including 

food tecnology and environment. Which are 

all research labs and office buildings. The 

purpose of those buildings are for graduated 

students practicing and researching in real 

research project

The south row building of the campus are 

funded by famous companies, building 

functions include production research and 

The campus of Wageningen University 

of Research is a concentrate location for 

laboratory buildings. Many interesting 

Laboratory buildings such as Radix designed 

by DP6 and Lumen designed by Stefan 

Behnisch are located in this campus.

The Buildings in campus WUR can be sorted 

into three kinds. In spacial arrangement of 

the campus master plan, they are also clearly 

arranged in three  different zone.

pre- production lines.

In between the too rows of research buildings, 

the large green area of the campus is for the 

main educational buildings, such as teaching 

and simulation labs combined with other 

educational functions such as libraries and 

auditoriums.

GRADUATIONSTUDIO
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MASTER PLAN | SITE ANALYSIS 

27

Considering the building typology of my 

design should be research laboratory in 

university campus, the better choice of my 

building location in WUR should be in the 

north row of buildings, which are research 

building row. 

Refer to my research of the campus, the future 

possible routing change of the campus, also 

the possible expiation, is making the current 

parking place a very important location for 

Research lab area

Genaral education area

Pre-production lab area

the future campus. In this design, my idea is 

to build the new research lab on the current 

parking place, keep part of the ground parking 

function, and also ensure possibility for the 

future road expansion of the west side.

The location on the upper map is the 

current parking place. Area of base: 

50mX36m+50mX24m, base area 3000m2 

(18m to the 5 floors building on the east side, 

12m to the 1 floor building on the  north east)

upper image 26: Site selection



MASTER PLAN  | SITE ANALYSIS

28

In order to achive a clear and clean facade 

line of north row buildings, canopies or other 

protruding  structures are not allowed in the 

building row.  

The entrances of buildings in the north row 

are relatively hard to find than other building 

rows, due to the facade line principle, the 

entrances are not on the main facade of 

buildings,  but on the jion part of two or three 

buildings, step back of the main facade line.

The new building I am about to design belongs 

to another department, therefor the stratage 

of sharing entrance with other buildings in the 

same department are not very suitable for the 

situation. How to keep the front facade line 

of the building row, but also get a clear and 

obvious entrance of the building is the first 

problem in the site design, and the starting 

point of the building mophology.

GRADUATIONSTUDIO
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MASTER PLAN | SITE ANALYSIS 

29

The facade line of the north building row. Here 

we can clearly observe the facade line of two 

garden facade of Lumen, side facade of two 

wings of Gaia, and the main facade of Radix.

The black box like building is the jion point of 

the old laboratory building ( on the right side ) 

and the new building Radix ( on the left side). 

the facade of the black box is behide the main 

facade line of the row, and the entrance of 

those three buildings are on the west corner 

of the building.

The join point of Gaia and Lumen are the 

entrance of these two buildings, located in 

the garden between Gaia and Lumen, Far 

behind the main facade line of the row.

upper image 28: The northen row of buildings in WUR campus

middle image 29: Entrance of Radix

lower image 30: Entrance of Gaia



MASTER PLAN  | SITE ANALYSIS

30

Gardens, inner garden or outdoor, plays a very 

importent role in the WUR campus, due to the 

landscape architecture background of WUR, 

and also requirments for some argriculture 

and enviroment studies.

On the north east side of the current parking 

place, new lab buildings are build such as 

LUMEN in 1998 and Radix in 2009.  In the 

master plan principles of WUR campus 

design, We can clearly notice some patter of 

the new designed buildings, one of them are 

the inner garden.

In the LUMEN building which designed by 

Stefan Behnisch and built in 1998, inbetween 

the three fingers of the lab building area, two 

green house like gardens are designed. The 

south glass facade of the gardens are even 

more obvious than the other parts of the 

building, and becoming the main facade of 

the building.

Other buildings in this row followed the same 

priciple, gardens played important roles in 

the building design, for instance the inner of 

RADIX, and the outdoor garden surrounded 

by two wings of building GAIA.

GRADUATIONSTUDIO
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MASTER PLAN | SITE ANALYSIS 
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upper left image 32: Garden of Lumen

lower left image 33: Garden of Gaia

right image 34: Garden of Radix



MASTER PLAN  | SITE ANALYSIS

32

The view from main walking access of the 

campus. The facade line of the north row 

is not yet completed, The new designed 

building can provide a continue facade line of 

the north building row, and also can provide 

a good visial impresion for the main walking 

axis of the campus.

upper image 35: view from main walking route

lower image 36: view from main walking route
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MASTER PLAN | SITE ANALYSIS 

33

The west side of the location is now a ditch 

with green zone, the road now is for walking 

and cycling.  Refer to  the future plans of the 

campus, road expansion possibility should be 

considered in the design.

upper image 37: expasion of the road

lower image 38: view from west side
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As a result of the site analysis, the site is 

focused in the follow problems.

1. How to keep the front facade line of the 

building row, but also get a clear and obvious 

entrance of the building.

2. To create a inner/outer garden.

3. Ensure the future expansion of the west 

side cycling road.

To solve these problems, my stratage is to 

offset inside the ground floor lines, use steps 

to raise the entrance onto first floor in the out 

door garden. 

upper image 39: Building master plan
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upper image 40: Model of Building master plan
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MOPHOLOGY | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

In my designing process, I summered some 

mophological principles that suitable for the 

Wur campus.

1.In the northen and southen row of 

buildings, the depth of the building shold be 

approximatly the same.

2.The facade facing the roads should be 

Geometrily simple square, and kept in the 

same facade line.

3.The entrance of the building should not 

have protruding  structures.

upper image 41: mophology principles
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MOPHOLOGY | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

4.The roof shoul not have protruding 

structures significantly higher than the 

facade.

2.All the main buildings should have the 

same building hight.

3.parkings can be in the front parking row or 

under the building.

upper image 42: mophology principles
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MOPHOLOGY | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

According to the first principle, I designed the 

building as the same length of the adjacent 

building, which is 60m, in order to complete 

the continues facade line.
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MOPHOLOGY | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The building is designed a geometrily simple 

square facade, and is raised upto the same 

hight of the building row.

upper image 44: Site model from east side
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MOPHOLOGY | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Part of the parking function of the plot can 

be kept due to the offset of the ground floor 

line. Part of the ground floor and the top floor 

is design as mechanical rooms to avoid roof  

protruding structures.
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MOPHOLOGY | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The entrance of the building is in the garder 

on the first floor of the building. Steps lead to 

the first floor imply the entrance and avoide 

protruding structure.

upper image 46: Site model from south side
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MOPHOLOGY | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The building can be geometricly divided 

into five parts, on the two ends of the 

building( south and north), two office box are 

symmetrically arrenged, forming the main 

facade of the building.

In between the two office box, on the west 

side there is the staged section laboratory 

part, the dark zone of the laboratory can 

efficently block the sunlight during late day 

time, meanwhile the staged roof are facing 

north east, benifiting the day light roof of the 

open planed laboratories.

On the east side there is another office zone, 

open planed. differ from the two office box 

on the ends, the working place in this area is 

open planed.

Meeting rooms and cafe place with green roof 

are placed in between west and east, in order 

to connect the laboratory and office zone, 

A out door garden is placed on the first floor 

between the laboratory part and open office 

part, as the entrance of the building, Also, an 

atrium with daylight roof is placed between 

the connection part and the north office box. 

upper image 47: Mophology research model

lower image 48: Mophology research model
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MOPHOLOGY | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

upper image 49: isometric view from south east
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SECTION PRINCIPLE | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

During the mophology research and designing 

process, a study model inspired me about the 

concept of standarization and prefabrication 

of my design.

The study model is assembled by printed 

sections, the speed of constraction is tested 

much faster than models made horizontally.

Further more, duplicating a standarized 

section achives more spacial diversity than 

stacking a standarized plan. This is due 

to while designing a standarized section, 

standarized and prefabricated units of all 

different floors are already considerd.  

Compare to the process of design and 

standarization based on horizontal plans, the 

way of design based on standarized section 

is more like adder but less subtraction, 

because the void is already there. These 

gives more advantage in prefabrication and 

standarization.

upper image 50: sectional prefabrication study model

middle image 51: sectional prefabrication study model

lower image 52: adder stratage of sectional prefabrication design
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SECTION PRINCIPLE | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Building structures

L- laboratory

O- Office

D- Dark zone

B- Building service complex

A- Atrium or open space

The sectional design standed on my 

hypotheses for the suitable building structure 

of educational research building during the 

research period.

This concluded section have opportunity 

for open-layout laboratory with daylighting, 

and two types of office spaces, including 

separated offices rooms for PHD and 

Professors and temporary working places for 

master students.
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SECTION PRINCIPLE | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Basic section units of the design, colum 

depth 7.2m.

O O

O

O O

O OD

D

L

L

L

B B

A

B

upper image 53: basic section unit
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SECTION PRINCIPLE | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Section with the entrance garden, the 

entrance is located on the added connection 

part between laboratory and offices.

upper image 54: isometric view with section cut on 

the entrance garden
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SECTION PRINCIPLE | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The staged section gives a less oppressive 

enviroment of the entrance out door garden. 

Two sides of the garden are 2 level hight 

facade, including the laboratory part and the 

added connction part. 

upper image 55: Section cut of the basic unit
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SECTION PRINCIPLE | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Section with the inner garden. The inner 

garden is the atrium between the connection 

part and the north office box. It is formed by 

cancelling a whole open layout office unit, 

and cover the void with skylight roof.
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upper image 56: isometric view with 

section cut on the atrium
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SECTION PRINCIPLE | DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The inner garden is using a section unit with 

9.6m depth, however, combine with the open 

layout working area in the connection part 

and office box, the direct visial depth can 

reach 20m.

The roof of the basic section unit are changed 

into green roof in the atrium, the skylight roofs 

of staged like laboratories therefor becoming 

into a staged like gardern. 

The design then provided largest spacial 

identity shift from research to educational, 

using minimon changes of the basic 

standarized units.

upper image 57: Section cut of the atrium
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STRUCTURE | INTEGRATED DESIGN

The structure of the building can be divide 

into three parts, two offcie boxs and the basic 

section units in between.

To achive a clean square main facade of the 

building , the main facade of the building is 

using a concret wall supported cantilever 

structure. 

Except the cantilever supporting concrete 

wall and stair cases in the building, all 

other structure are using precast concrete 

structure.

The design of the precast concrete is the 

main focus in the structrue design.

upper image 58: Structure framing of the building

lower image 59: differnt structure parts of the building
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STRUCTURE | INTEGRATED DESIGN
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STRUCTURE | INTEGRATED DESIGN

Precast slabs with main beam 

supported directly by column

Precast slabs with secondary 

beam, supported by precast main 

beams

Precast slabs without beams, 

supported by precast main beams.

upper image 61: plan of precast concrete slabs
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STRUCTURE | INTEGRATED DESIGN

123

4

5

6

7

1. Precast slabs with main beam supported 

directly by column

2. Precast colums

3. Embeded welding point to the main beam

4. Precast main beam

5. Precast slabs with secondary beam, 

supported by precast main beams

6. Shaft 

7. Electric outlet points. filled by situ 

concrete.
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STRUCTURE | INTEGRATED DESIGN

upper image 63: assembling of the structure( view below)
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B

S

S

B

L A O

Ventilation design of laboratory buildings are 

more complecated than normal buildings due 

to the Fume cupboards and other equipments 

which aquire extra air exhaust. 

In this building, the stratege of ventilation is 

to use mixed type of shafts, both centralized 

shafts and individural shafts.

The centralized shafts are located in two 

office boxs on the end, on the other hand the 

individural shafts are designed in every basic 

laboratory section units.

upper image 64: programe and shaft place in the assumptional section

lower image 65: programe and shaft place in the designed section
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1. Centralized ventilation shafts

2. Individural ventilation shafts

3. Mechanical rooms.

1

1

1

3

3

3

2

2

2
2

2
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upper image 67: ventilation design of the basic section unit



VENTILATION  | INTEGRATED DESIGN 
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Integrated design of ventilation system.

The ventilation design in this building is 

focused on intergrate design combinning 

structrue components, lignting and natrual 

light and sun shading structrues. Some of 

the ventilation are using the same units 

of the structure components, such as the 

supporting units of the sun shading structure.
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upper image 69: view from open-layout laboratory
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GRADUATIONSTUDIO
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The integrated design of installation is 

combined with ventilation system to achive 

higher visual value and better research 

spacial identity. Symmetry arrangement of 

ventilation, the  fume cupboards and their 

exhaust piplines could improve visual value 

in the  basic laboratory units.

upper image 71: integrated design of installation
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Molecular biological laboratory

Working areas: 

Small area for dangerous substances (wet 

area) 

Dry area (small equipment)

Large equepment/possibly wet area

Writing desk

 

Chemical laboratory

Working areas: 

dangerous substances (wet area) 

Dry area (equipment/preparation)

Writing desk

Physical laboratory

Working areas: 

Small area for dangerous substances (wet 

area) 

Dry area (small equipment)

Large equepment/possibly wet area

Writing desk

FF&E:

Working desks with stoneware or melamine 

tops

Laboratory sink

Tall laboratory cupboard

Space for equipment

 

FF&E:

Working desks (with stoneware or melamine 

tops) or equipment

Laboratory sink

Tall laboratory cupboard

Space for equipment

 

FF&E:

Fume cupboard, point air exhaust

Cabinet for dangerous substances

Cabinet for chemicals

Working desks with stoneware or melamine 

tops

Laboratory sink

Incubator/dryer

Refrigerator/freezer
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upper image 72: molecular biological lab unit

middle image 73: Chemical lab unit

lower image 74: Physical lab unit
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upper image 75: view of lab units
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upper image 76: view of atrium skylight
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The sun shading structure of the building are 

mutifuctional, which play roles of daylight 

reflecting,  sun shading, light tank and 

ventilation outlet.

1

23

4

1. Reflection panels

2. Sun shading panels

3. Lighting 

4. Vent outlet

upper image 77: integrated design of sunshading panel

lower image 78: integrated design of reflection panel, 

sunshading panel, lighting and ventilation
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Open layout laboratory rooms with natrual 

light roofs and sun shading/vent/lighting 

structure.

upper image 79: green roofs and skylight roofs

lower right image 80: skylight roofs of open layout labs
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upper image 81: Glass Facade of general building area
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upper image 82: Metal facade of the mechanical rooms
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MATERIALIZATION  | INTERIOR

left image 83: Glass facade unit

right image 84: prefabed structure material
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upper image 85: First floor plan
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2nd floor
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upper image 86: Second floor plan
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3rd floor
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upper image 87: Third floor plan
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4th floor
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upper image 88: Fourth floor plan
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upper image 89: Ground floor plan
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upper image 90: envelope detail

lower image 91: window frame detail
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upper image 92: Green roof detail

lower image 93: window frame detail
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upper image 95: 3d detail of building structure
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upper image 96:  view from south of the site
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left image 97: Building facade and sunshading panel

BUILDING EXPRESSION



upper image 98: view of the inner garden

lower image 99: view of  the inner garden
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BUILDING EXPRESSION

upper image 100: view of the entrance garden

lower image 101: view of the working place around atrium
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upper image 102: side facade(west)

lower image 103: front facade(south)



EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUILDING WUR | CONCLUSIONS

The research driven design of educational 

research building of wur focused on how to 

maintain the spacial identity while utilizing 

standardization and prefabrication, and also 

considering how to support the lasting sense 

of education and communication in university 

research buiding.

 

The solution of these two questions is to 

formulate an integrated designed basic 

sectional principle, which is derived from the 

research as one of the most suitable section 

principle for the educational research building 

of WUR.

These sectional principle have the opportunity 

for open-layout laboratory with daylighting, 

and two types of office spaces, including 

separated offices rooms for PHD and 

Professors and temporary working places for 

master students. Also, the section have voids  

in between laboratory and office part, which 

enable the spacial reform by minimon change 

of the basic unit.

To solve the main research question about 

spacial identity of open labs, the elements 

of the basic section are integrated designed, 

composed by prefabricated elements of 

supporting structure, daylighting roofs, sun 

reflect and shading panels, lighting , electrical 

and ventilation lines. In this way, the visual 

impression of both the open-layout labs and 

lab units can have more order and rhythm, 

therefore improved the spacial identity of the 

laboratory.

In order to maintain the lasting sense 

of education and communication, the 

atomospher should changed from research 

to education in some working and transport 

area of the building. To achive this goal 

with the minimon negative impact of 

prefabrication and standardization, a 

principle of adder is used, which for example 

cover the void between the lab section unit 

and office section unit, changing the staged 

skylight roofs into indoor staged gardens. 
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